
TOS TOP SET® DOUBLE ADJUSTABLE FINISHED 
FLOOR CLEANOUT TOP ASSEMBLY

Specification: MIFAB® Series TOS-(*) (* specify top assembly material) Top Set® finished floor cleanout top assembly with securing 
and adjustable hardware, and scoriated combined gasketed heavy duty stainless steel cover with stainless steel allen key screws. 
Cover can be adjusted vertically and side to side after the pour with 1/2” thick composite protective cover and indicating whisker. 

Function: Used in finished floors to provide emergency access to the plumbing lines for removal of blockages. Replacement 
of the surface level cover/plug with the neoprene gasket glued to the underside provides visual evidence that the cleanout has 
been properly resealed to prevent harmful sewer gases from entering the building. The patented MIFAB® Top Set® finished floor 
cleanout ships complete with a ½” thick plastic cover to protect the cleanout during the concrete pour. The installer pours the 
concrete to the top level of the plastic cap. Channel locks are used to remove the cover after the concrete pour has settled. Then, 
remove the solid cleanout cover and use a Phillip’s head screwdriver to engage the three screws located underneath the cover. 
Turn the screws the same amount to elevate the cover up to the finished floor. Turn the screws a different amount to tilt the cover 
to the same angle as the finished floor.

TOS-1 5” Round Nickel Bronze 
Cleanout Top Assembly

TOS-3 5” Round Stainless Steel 
Cleanout Top Assembly
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CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING. This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.
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U.S. 
PATENT

#9,453,331

TOP ASSEMBLY 
DIAMETER

TOP ASSEMBLY ADJUSTMENT ANSI / ASME RATING
LOAD RATING Lbs.

MIN MAX N.B. (-1) S.S. (-3)

5” (127) 1/2” (13) 2 1/2” (64) Up to 2,000 5,000 to 7,499

PROTECTIVE CAP 
WITH WHISKER

VANDAL PROOF 
ALLEN KEY SCREWS

TOP SET COMBINATION 
GASKETED COVER / PLUG

Ø 5 1/16” (129)

SCREWS THAT 
PROVIDE VERTICAL 
AND SIDE TO SIDE 
ADJSUSTMENT AFTER 
THE CONCRETE POUR

SUFFIX OPTIONAL VARIATIONS
-1 Nickel Bronze

-3 Stainless Steel (Type 304)

-6 Security Screws (TR25 Torx and pin - H-1039A)

-49 Polished Chrome
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